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ABSTRACT
t

To better understandthe surface chemical properties of coal and mineral

pyrite, studies on the effect of flotation surfactants(frother and kerosene)

on the degree of hydrophobicityhave been conducted. The presence of either

frother or kerosene enhanced the flotabilityof coal and mineral pyrite with a

correspondingdecrease in induction time over the pH range examined. In the

presence of both frother and kerosene a synergisticeffect is observed and the

order of flotability is as follows: mineral pyrite > PocahontasNo. 3 coal

pyrite > Pittsburgh No. B coal pyrite. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

results indicate a correlationexists between the sample surfacemorphology

and crystal structure and the observed hydrophobicity, Preliminarystudieson

the reduction/oxidationproperties of coal and mineral pyrite indicatethat

Pocahontas No. 3 coal pyrite behaves more irreversiblytowards surface

oxidation and reduction tha, d_es mineral pyrite. As a result of the data

obtained from the surfacecharacterizationstudies,controlled surface

oxidationwas investigatedas a possible pyrite rejection scheme in

microbubble column flotation. The results obtained for a run of mine

PittsburghNo. 8 coal sample are promising and indicate that grinding and

conditioningof the coal sample at alkaline pH results i_ a significant

decrease in pyritic sulfur without loss of combustiblerecovery.

DISCLAIMER

This report w.-._prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or

process disclosed, or represents that its use would not !nfringe privately owned rights. Refer-
once herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute c,r imply its endorsement, recom-

mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of this research is to obtain fundamentalknowledge

concerning the surface properties of coal pyrite as they relate to advanced

physical coal cleaning (APCC) processes. This goal will be achieved through a

two-part program" (I) investigatingthe mechanisms responsiblefor the

inefficientrejection of coal pyrite and (2) developing schemes for improving

the rejectionof coal pyrite based on informationgathered from part (i).

The objectives of the research conducted during this reporting _eriod

were to determine the following' (I) the influenceof commonly used flotation

surfactants (i.e., frother and kerosene)on the hydrophobicityof coal and

mineral pyrite samples as a function of pH, (2) the correlationbetween the

observed hydrophobicityand changes in sample morphology using scanning

electronmicroscopy (SEM), (3) the reduction/oxidationproperties of the coal

and mineral pyrite samples as a Function of pH, and (4) the effect of

controlled surface oxidation as a possible pyrite rejection scheme in

microbubblecolumn flotation.

EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURE

Materials

An additional coal pyrite sample from the PittsburghNo. 8 seam

(Pennsylvania)was obtained in massive crystallineand run-of-mine (-6mm)

form. The sample preparationfor the hydrophobicitymeasurementswas

identicalto the procedureoutlined in the last quarterly report.

InductionTime and Microflotation

The inductiontime and microflotationmeasurementswere conducted in

similarfashion to those described in the previous report. The flotation

surfactantsused in these studieswere Dowfroth 1012 and kerosene.
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, SpectroscopicAnalysis

Scanning electron microscopy was employed to determinemorphological

changes. The samples examined were the 100 x 150 mesh float and sink products

of microflotationtests at pH 6.8. The photomicrographsshown in this report

were typical of the total pyrite sample under study.

Electrochemistry

Electrodesof hand-picked crystals of each pyrite sample were constructed

by attaching a wire to one end of the crystal with a conductingepoxy and then

sealing the crystal in a glass tube filledwith a nonconductingepoxy. The

exposed end of the crystal was roughly polished on successivegrades of

siliconcarbide paper followed by a final polish using 0.3 and 0.05 micron

alumina powder in deionized water.

A standard three electrode electrochemicalcell was used, with the pyrite

electrode as the working electrode, a platinum wire mesh as the counter

electrode and a silver-silverchloride electrode as the referenceelectrode.

All potentials are reported against the saturatedhydrogen electrode (SHE).

Microbubble Column Flotation

The run-of-minecoal sample from the PittsburghNo. 8 seam was determined

to have a feed assay of 3.9% sulfur and 12% ash. Prior to flotation,the coal

sample was dry pulverized in a laboratoryhammermill to below lO0 mesh. This

was followed by wet grinding at 30% solids in a stirredball mill using

stainless steel balls while maintainingthe desired pH. The sample was

micronized for 15 minutes which resulted in a mean productdiameter of

approximately5 microns. After micronizing,the sample was diluted to an

appropriatesolids content in a conditioningsump where the slurry pH was

adjusted to maintain the desired pH during the conditioningphase prior to
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flotation. The collector _erosene) addition was made into the sump after the
4

conditioning phase and was followed by an additional 5 minutes of

conditioning.

The conditioned slurry was fed to a 5-cm diameter Plexiglas column with a

length-to-diameter (L/D) ratio of 20 at a point approximately 45 cm below the

froth overflow lip. Bubbles were generated externally and introduced at the

bottom of the column. A summary of the operating conditions is shown in

Tables I-III. The results presented in this report were obtained while the

column was operating under steady-state conditions.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

SURFACECHARACTERIZATION

InductionTime and Microflotation

Effect of surfactants: i

The effects of frother and kerosene addition on the flotabilityand

inductiontime of the three freshly-groundpyrite samples are shown in Figures

I-4. For all three pyrite samples, the addition of either frotheror kerosene

enhanced the flotationrecovery and resulted in a correspondingdecrease in

the induction time. In the presence of frother alone, the flotationrecovery

of mineral pyrite (Fig. I) is the highest followed by the PocahontasNo. 3

coal pyrite (Fig. 2) with the PittsburghNo. 8 coal pyrite (Fig. 3) as the

least flotable. Also, the induction time results for mineral pyrite and

Pocahontas No. 3 coal pyrite are very similarwhile the PittsburghNo. 8 coal

pyrite displays a higher induction time. In the presence of kerosenealone,

the mineral pyrite and the PocahontasNo. 3 coal pyrite exhibit similar

flotability;however, the Pittsburgh No. 8 sample has comparableflotability
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and inductiontime in acidic solution and lower flotabilityin neutral to

alkaline solutions. When both frother and kerosene are added to the solution

a synergisticeffect is observed as shown in Figure 4. The flotationrecovery

of mineral pyrite is the highest over the entire pH range followed by a lower

flotability and slightly longer inductiontime for the Pocahontas No. 3 coal

pyrite at neutral and alkaline pH with the PittsburghNo. 8 coal pyrite

exhibiting even lower flotabilityand longer inductiontime in the neutral and

alkaline solutions. These results suggest that frother alone is capable of

improvingthe flotabilityof mineral pyrite and the PocahontasNo. 3 coal

pyrite; however, kerosene is needed to improve the flotabilityof the

Pittsburgh No. 8 coal pyrite.

The overall lower degree of hydrophobicityof the PittsburghNo. 8 coal

pyrite may be related to surface oxidation. The results from XPS measurements

of a freshly-groundsample of the Pittsburgh No. 8 coal pyrite indicatea

higher ratio of oxygen to sulfur on the surface as compared to the Pocahontas

No. 3 coal pyrite, both of which have a higher oxygen to sulfur ratio than the

mineral pyrite. The hydrophobicityand XPS measurementssuggest that the

PittsburghNo. 8 coal pyrite undergoes rapid surfaceoxidation resultingin a

hydrophilicsurface requiringthe adsorption of a collector, such as kerosene,

to render it hydrophobic.

Morphologx

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) examinationof coal and mineral pyrite

' particleswas conducted in an attempt to correlatemorphologicaldifferences

with the observed degrees of hydrophobicity. Comparisonswere made between

the microflotationfloat products at pH 6.8 for the three pyrite samples and

are shown in Figures 5-7. The photomicrographsindicatethat the surfacesof

mineral pyrite particles (Fig. 5) are relatively smooth and exhibit a euhedral./
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crystal form, often with s_,iations. The Pittsburgh No. 8 pyrite particles

(Fig. 7) are dramatically different in that they are comprised of spherical

and granular masses having grain sizes of approximately I0 microns. The

Pocahontas No. 3 pyrite particles (Fig. 6) do not show the well-formed crystal

habit as do the mineral pyrite particles; however, the fracture surfaces are

somewhat smooth. Studies by other researchers on the influence of morphology

and crystal structure on the reaction rate of pyrite have resulted in the

following reaction order, euhedral pyrite < framboidal pyrite < marcasite

(most reactive). In light of this and the XPS results, there is very good

agreement between the surface morphology of the three pyrite samples and their

hydrophobicity. The lower degree of hydrophobicity observed for the

Pittsburgh No. 8 coal pyrite is most likely a result of the more reactive

nature of this pyrite source.

The SEMresults of microflotation sink (reject) products for the three

pyrite samples at pH 6.8 are very similar to the float products and did not

provide any insight into the nature of the difference in hydrophobicity. XPS

analysis of the three pyrite samples indicated similar amounts of oxidation

products on the surfaces of both the float and sink products. These findings

suggest that the differences in the hydrophobicity between the float and sink

products are not very obvious and, at this time, are not clearly understood.

Electrochemistry

A preliminary investigationof the electrochemicalbehaviorof pyrite

samples from an ore and a coal source in alkaline borate solution (pH 9.2) has

been carried out by cyclic voltammetry. Representativecycles from the First

10 oxidation/reductioncycles for mineral pyrite and the PocahontasNo. 3 coal

pyrite are presented in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. The current densities

for the two pyrite samples are very similar in addition to the shape of the
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voltammograms. For both samples investigated, the first cathodic cycle

differs substantially from the subsequent cycles and the current densities

decrease with increasing number of cycles. The large reduction peak observed

in the first cycle indicates the presence of oxidation product(s) on the

pyrite surface. The oxidation product(s) are formed during the polishing of

the pyrite electrodes prior to insertion into the electrochemical cell. The

charge associated with the anodic process during the first anodic scan of each

pyrite sample is considerably smaller than the cathodic charge passed during

the initial cathodic scan. However, the anodic and cathodic charge passed

during each subsequent cycle balances and decreases with increasing number of

cycles. Moreover, the anodic and cathodic peak potential shifts to less

anodic and cathodic values, respectively. From these findings it is believed

that the surface oxidation product(s) formed during the sample polishing

procedure are reduced leaving the product Fe(OH)2 on the first cathodic cycle

which then oxidizes to Fe(OH)3 during the subsequent anodic scan. Upon

repeated cycling of either the mineral pyrite or coal pyrite electrode the

oxidation/reduction behavior of the surface product is very similar and tends

to be less irreversible with increasing number of cycles. However, the coal

pyrite exhibits a shift in the anodic and cathodic peak potentials of

approximately 50mV as compared with the mineral pyrite. Thus, the Pocahontas

No. 3 coal pyrite exhibits a higher degree of irreversibility because of the

larger overpotential necessary to oxidize and reduce the surface product.

REJECTION SCHEME DEVELOPMENT

Microbubble Column Flotation

As a result of the informationobtained from the surface characterization

studies on mineral and coal pyrite, controlledsurface oxidationwas chosen as

a possible pyrite rejection scheme {n microbubblecolumn flotation.
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, Preliminary results for a run-of-mine Pittsburgh No. 8 seam coal sample are

shown in Figures I0-II and Tables I-III. The effect of pH and conditioning

time on the recovery-sulfur grade curve is illustrated in Figure i0. The

recovery-grade curve shifts to a lower sulfur grade when the pH of the coal

slurry during grinding is pH 9 as compared to pH 7. A further improvement in

the sulfur grade-recovery curve occurs if the coal slurry is conditioned at

pH 9 for five hours prior to flotation. The improvement in the pyritic sulfur

rejection may be a result of pyrite oxidation to form more stable, hydrophilic

surface products.

The effect of pH and conditioning time on the recovery-ash grade curve is

shown in Figure 11. Similarly to the recovery-sulfur grade curve, the

recovery-ash grade curve shifts to lower ash with increasing pH. The effect

of conditioning time at pH 9 on the recovery-ash grade curve is minimal.

These results suggest that the method of grinding and conditioning the coal

sample at alkaline pH may have a two-fold effect' (i) formation of

hydrophilic surface products on the coal pyrite and (2) increased dispersion

of particles in the slurry, thus minimizing the l iklihood of ash particle

entrapment.

CONCLUSIONSAND FUTUREWORK

The results presented in this report indicatethat surface (idation

plays an importantrole in the hydrophobicityof coal and mineral pyrite.T_e

nature of the pyrite source is also im_)ortantand further studies on the

surface characterizationof coal pyrite samples from several sources are

planned. These studieswill correlate the effect of hydrophobicityin the

absence and presence of surfactantswith sample source. Additional surface

characterizationmeasurementswill be integratedinto the existing testing
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procedure. Tihese measurements include electrochemistry coupled with
, /

spectroscopy (XPS and SEM), specular and diffuse reflectance fourier transform

iinfrared spe(troscopy (FTIR), and in-situ controlled potential contact angle.

The incorporilttion of these measurements ihto the testing procedure will

complement tilde existing methods as well as provide independent measures for
J

correlating hydrophobicity with changes in surface properties. Continuation
!
I

of pyrite reLjectionscheme developmentemphasizing controlledsurface
t

oxidation wiill focus on optimization of the parameters in microbubble column1
J

flotation for maximum pyrite rejection.



PERU PYRITE
DOW'FROTH I012 / KEROSENE

FLOTATION TII{E = 2 rain.

Figure I. Microflotationrecovery and inductiontime for Peru mineral pyrite
in buffered solutions in the absence and presence of flotation
surfactants.Flotationrecovery" -....; Inductiontime" - - -;
Surfactants'Q,o- none;A,z_- i Ib/ton kerosene;i,m- 0.25 Ib/ton
Dowfroth 1012.
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COAL PYR_ - POCAHONTAS No. 3
DOWFROTH I012 / KEROSENE

FLOTATION" TLI_ = 2 mim..
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Figure 2. Microflotationrecovery and inductionfor PocahontasNo. 3 coal
pyrite in buffered solutions in the absence and presence of
flotation surfactants.Flotationrecovery:.....; Inductiontime.
- - -; Surfactants'e,O- none;A,z_- I Ib/ton kerosene;m,n-
0.25 Ib/ton Dowfroth 1012.
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COAL PYRITE - PITTSBURGH NO. 8
DOWFROTH I012 / KEROSENE

FLOTATION TII[E = 8 rain.
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Figure 3. Microflotationrecovery and inductiontime for PittsburghNo. 8
coal pyrite in buffered solutionsin the absence and presence of
flotation surfactants.Flotationrecovery: .....; Inductiontime:
- - -; Surfactants:@,O-none;a,A- I Ib/ton kerosene;8,0-
0.25 lh/ton Dowfroth 1012.
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COAL AND MINERAL PYRITE
DOWFRO'Iq-II012 + KEROSENE (.25 lb./ton)

FLOTATION TIME = 2 mim.

. _

80 - -I000
_,,

_ PERU PYRITE _
• - PITT. NO. B IK. - _:360-, Poc.No.3
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Figure 4. Various pyrite samples in buffered solutions containing 0.25 Ib/ton
kerosene and 0.25 lh/ton Dowfroth 1012, Flotation recovery' - .... ;
Induction time: - - -; Sample:O- Peru mineral pyrite;
4- Pocahontas No. 3 _oalpyrite;O- Pittsburgh No. 8 coal pyrite.
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__ Figure 5. SEM photomicrographs of microflotation float product of Peruvian
mineral pyrite.



Figure 6. SEMphotomicrographs of microflotation float product of Pocahontas
No. 3 coal pyrite.
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Figure 7. SEMphotomicrographs of microflotation float product of Pittsburgh
No. 8 coal pyrite.
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Figure8. Cyclicvoltammogramsof a stationaryPeruvianmineralpyrite
electrodein pH 9.2 solutionat 20mV/sec. Cyclenumbershownon
the respectivecurve.
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Figure9. Cyclicvoltammogramsof a stationaryPocahontasNo. 3 coalpyrite
electrodein pH 9.2 solutionat 20mV/sec. Cyclenumbershownon
the respectivecurve. ."
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FigureI0. The effectof pH andconditioningtimeon therecovery-sulfur
gradecurvefora run-o¢-minePittsburghNo.8 seamcoal.
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curvefora run-of-mine"PittsburghNo.8 seamcoal.
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TABLE I. The effect of pH a_ cor_dition//%gtime UPOn the
recovery-grade curce for a run-of-mine Pittsbarch
No. 8 s=earncoal.

Yield 31.83 31.91 66.60 81.24

Recovery 35.07 3S.23 72.81 88.34

Prcduct Ash 2.65 2.58 3.12 3.86

ReJ _ Ash 15.84 16.05 27.88 45.05

Product Sulfur 2.03 1.94 2.06 2.23

Rej _ Sulfur 5.21 S.38 7.80 ll. 96

Fs v.0

C_ndition/ng Time 0.0 hcurs

Rate = 12, 22.S, 32, 12 gm/min

Wash Water Rate = 500 ml/rain

Aeration Rate = 1300 cc/min

Frot_r Rate _ 0.45 kg/ton

Keros_ne Addition I I. 36 kg/tan

Residence Time was fixed at 5 minutes for all tests

Feed Size - -325 mesh
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TABLE II. The effect of _ a_d cc_,ditien/ng time uzca the

recove-_f-grade ca_¢e for a run-of_TLtne P__tt__burghNo. 8 seam c_al.

Yield 76.24 59.48 ,16.94

Recovery 83.00 65.41 51.68

Product Ash 2.95 2.71 2.54

Rej ect Ash 36.21 24.48 19.40

Product Sulfur 1.94 i.88 i.88

Rej _ Sulfur 8.46 6.SS 5.55

9.0

Canditioning Time 0.0 hours

Feed Rate = 5.89, 12.51, 13 gm/min

Wash Water Rate = 500 riLl/rain

Aeration Rate = 1250 cc/min

Frother Rate - 1.71, 1.S4, 1.48 kg/ton

Keroszne Addition = 0.45 kg/ton

Feed Size = -325 mesh

The sample was also qround at pH 9
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TABLE III. The effect of pH and conditioning time upon the
recovery-grade curve for a run-of-mine Pittsburgh
No. 8 seam coal.

Yield 78.73 42.59 79.81 49.34

Recovery 86.00 46.91 86.64 53.60

Product Ash 3.39 2.27 2.89 2.56

Reject Ash 41.80 17.95 40.83 17.85

Proch_ct Sulfur 1.86 I. 73 1.88 1.84

Re_. Sulfur 9.63 4.97 9.33 5.02

."

pH 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0

Ccnditicn/2.g Time 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
(hours)

Kerosz_.e Addition 0.00 0.00 1.36 1.36
(kg/tan)

Feed Rate = 5.'74, 15.73, 5.S8, 22.05 gin/rain

Wash Water Rate = 500 ml/rain

Aeration Rate - 1200 cc/mJ._

Fr.other Rate = 1.75, 1.31, 1.77, 0.61 kg/ton

Fe_.'_ Size = -325 _esh

_=_,.-saT_ie_ was also grcur.d au .LH 9 prior to ccnditlcn/_-.c_
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